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Introduction {#sec001}
============

Making one error is usually not problematic but it is important to optimize behavior subsequently. For several decades, post-error adaptation has been investigated using behavioural measures with the most robust finding being a slowing in reaction time following an error \[[@pone.0151843.ref001]\]. Interestingly, this post-error slowing (PES) is reliable within participants when re-tested, suggesting that PES reflects a personal response to the error \[[@pone.0151843.ref002], [@pone.0151843.ref003]\]. PES has been hypothesized to reflect a strategic adaptation in order to reduce the probability of making more errors \[[@pone.0151843.ref004]\]. Although decreased error rates following errors have been observed \[[@pone.0151843.ref005], [@pone.0151843.ref006], [@pone.0151843.ref007]\], other studies have found increased error rates following errors \[[@pone.0151843.ref008], [@pone.0151843.ref009], [@pone.0151843.ref010]\]. Therefore, non-functional accounts were postulated which explain PES as a nonspecific result of attention orienting or error processing itself \[[@pone.0151843.ref007], [@pone.0151843.ref011]\]. The orienting account states that errors are infrequent and motivationally salient events that trigger an orienting response \[[@pone.0151843.ref011]\]. This orienting response interferes with subsequent processing leading to PES and, if the inter-trial interval is short, to a post-error accuracy *decrease*. In line with this idea, Notebaert et al. demonstrated that PES is found when errors are infrequent but post-*correct* slowing is observed when correct responses are infrequent. Similarly, accuracy differences between blocks or participants are reflected in larger PES when less errors are made \[[@pone.0151843.ref010], [@pone.0151843.ref012]\]. A second nonfunctional theory is the bottleneck account \[[@pone.0151843.ref007]\]. This theory posits that error-monitoring requires time and resources from a capacity-limited cognitive system and therefore interferes with the task at hand. Because of this central bottleneck, responses are slower and more error-prone immediately following an error.

The difference between functional and non-functional accounts lies in the interpretation of the slowing. Functional accounts assume that slowing pertains to performance optimization, while non-functional accounts do not. This difference has typically been investigated by comparing accuracy levels preceding and following errors, where functional accounts predict increased post-error performance while nonfunctional accounts predict decreased post-error performance. This behavioral measure, however, relies on the frequency of double errors (which decreases post-error accuracy and, hence, the support for 'functionality'). However, the frequency of double errors will always increase with overall error frequency and double errors can occur for various reasons (distraction, confusion of mapping rule, ...).

In order to investigate post-error performance without relying on double-errors, Houtman and Notebaert \[[@pone.0151843.ref013]\] used a speeded flanker task that was followed by a rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP) task in which participants had to detect a letter in a rapid presentation of a series of numbers. Houtman and Notebaert showed decreased target detection following errors in the flanker task. In the present study, we compare visually evoked electrophysiological components following errors and correct trials. We present a speeded flanker task followed by a visual discrimination task with one frequent and one infrequent target (triangle or diamond). We hypothesized that the early visual components (P1, N1) as well as the P3, which is typically related to the updating of working memory \[[@pone.0151843.ref014]\], would be attenuated following an error. We had a short and a long interval (between-subjects) between both tasks. The effects should be more pronounced in the short-interval condition than in the long-interval condition. Additionally, error-related components, such as the error-related negativity (ERN) and subsequent the early and late positive deflections (Pe), related to the flanker task were investigated.

Method {#sec002}
======

Participants {#sec003}
------------

Thirty healthy right-handed participants with normal vision or corrected-to-normal vision participated in the experiment (three male; mean age 20 years, range 18--23 years). All participants were neurologically and psychiatrically healthy and each gave written informed consent. The study was approved by the ethical committee of the Faculty of Psychology and Educational Sciences of Ghent University. Participants were compensated at 15€ per hour.

Stimuli and Procedure {#sec004}
---------------------

A flanker task and a visual discrimination task were combined to investigate early visual ERP components. Stimuli of the flanker task consisted of four possible letters: H, S, X, Z. In the flanker task participants had to respond by pressing a button with the index or middle finger of the right hand according to the identity of the central letter. Two letters were (randomly) mapped on each button resulting in six possible response mappings which where counterbalanced over the participants. In the visual discrimination task, a response had to be given with the index or middle finger of the left hand. Two possible figures were used, a diamond or a triangle, which were presented with either 80% or 20% frequency. Which figure was presented infrequently, i.e. in 20% of the trials, was counterbalanced over participants. There were two possible response mappings for the frequency task, which was also counterbalanced over participants.

The participants were seated in a comfortable armchair in a light-dimmed and sound-attenuated room. They were tested on a Pentium IV personal computer with a 17-inch monitor running Tscope \[[@pone.0151843.ref015]\]. Participants gave a manual response with the left and right index fingers of both hands using a Cedrus response box. Stimuli were presented centrally in white on a black background. A trial started with the presentation of the stimuli of the flanker task for 100 ms. Next, a mask was presented (\#\#\#\#\#) for 150 ms followed by a blank screen until a response was given or the response deadline was exceeded (750 ms from stimulus onset). Subsequently, a blank screen was presented for 500 ms for one group of participants (i.e. short interval) or 1000 ms for the other group of participants (i.e. long interval). Accordingly, the visual discrimination task started with the presentation of a figure (diamond or triangle) during 500 ms followed by a blank screen with a duration of 500 ms. When a response was given within the response deadline of 1000 ms the stimuli disappeared and a blank screen was presented for the remaining time. At the end of each trial, a fixation stimulus was displayed (+) for a randomly selected time interval of 200 to 500 ms.

Participants were asked to refrain from blinking during trials. The response mapping for both tasks was explained followed by a practice block for both tasks separately. Each practice session included 140 trials and feedback informed participants about their performance. Subsequently, the experiment consisting of 16 runs of 70 trials, was performed. During each break response mappings were repeated and overall performance during the last block was shown (i.e. accuracy levels and the percentage of too slow responses in both tasks). When participants gave more than 10% too slow responses, an additional message was shown to encourage participants to respond faster.

EEG acquisition and preprocessing {#sec005}
---------------------------------

We recorded EEG activity with a Biosemi ActiveTwo measurement system (BioSemi, Amsterdam, Netherlands) with scalp electrodes (64 Ag-AgCl attached in an elastic cap) arranged according to the standard international 10--20 system. Additionally, five external electrodes were attached to the head: left and right mastoid, which were used for later offline re-referencing, beneath the right eye and a bilateral electro-oculogram (EOG) electrode pair next to the outer canthi of the eyes referenced to each other to measure horizontal eye movements. Signals were amplified and digitized with a sampling rate of 512 Hz. EEG data was processed using EEGLAB and the ERPLAB plugin (<http://erpinfo.org/erplab>), running on MATLAB. Data of one electrode (TP7) was removed for all participants since this electrode malfunctioned in more than half of the participants. Independent component analysis (ICA) was conducted to identify and remove stereotypical eye blink components. In order to explore visual components in the visual discrimination task, epochs were created time-locked to the onset of the stimulus of the frequency task, including a 200 ms pre-stimulus period that was used for baseline correction and a 800 ms post-stimulus interval. Hence, the total time window of these epoched ERPs was 1000 ms. In order to investigate error-related components; epochs were created locked to the response on the flanker task, starting from 400 ms before response onset until 1600 ms after response onset. The epochs were baseline-corrected using the 400 to 200 ms pre-stimulus window. Additional EMG activity per epoch was removed with blind source separation (BSS) using the AAR toolbox (<http://www.germangh.com/eeglab_plugin_aar/index.html>). As in a previous study, we used Laplacian transformation, which allows spatial deblurring of EEG \[[@pone.0151843.ref016]\], to dissociate the ERN/CRN \[[@pone.0151843.ref017], [@pone.0151843.ref018]\] and the early from the late Pe-component \[[@pone.0151843.ref019]\]. Furthermore, Laplacian transformation also improves the spatial and temporal resolution of visual evoked potentials \[[@pone.0151843.ref020]--[@pone.0151843.ref022]\]. Given that the use of Laplacian transformation is very sensitive to local artifacts, epochs were manually inspected and rejected if necessary. On average respectively 10 and 8% of the epochs were excluded. EEG epochs were averaged across participants according to the different conditions. Infrequent targets following erroneous responses (least frequent cells) were calculated on an average of 38 trials (*SD* = 21) per participant. Only 2 participants had less than 10 observations in this cell. Excluding these participants did not change the results in a significant way. The monopolar averages were then transformed using the CSD toolbox for Laplacian transformation \[[@pone.0151843.ref023]\], <http://psychophysiology.cpmc.columbia.edu/software/CSDtoolbox>), thereby enhancing the spatial resolution and intensity of ERP components. Current source densities (CSDs) were calculated according to the spherical spline algorithm \[[@pone.0151843.ref024]\], using a default smoothing constant of 1.0^−5^ and a head radius of 10 cm. Note that transformation via CSDs results in reference-free ERP data

EEG analyses {#sec006}
------------

Mean amplitudes were derived over a number of electrodes within a certain time-window as defined by previous literature and inspected on ERP waveforms and topographic maps collapsed across conditions. For error-related components, the ERN and CRN were measured at electrode FCz in a time window between 0 and 100 ms after response execution in the flanker task. As reported in the literature, the Pe consisted of two subcomponents \[[@pone.0151843.ref019], [@pone.0151843.ref025], [@pone.0151843.ref026]\]; one early component maximal between 80 and 180 ms at Cz, and a later broader component measured between 300 and 500 ms at POz.

In the visual discrimination task we analyzed the stimulus-locked P1 component which was quantified at posterior electrodes PO7 and PO8 between 80 and 130 ms. This component was followed by a negative wave (N1) over the same electrodes from 130 to 180 ms. Furthermore, the P3 was quantified at Pz between 400 and 600 ms.

Amplitudes for error-related components were examined using a repeated-measures analysis of variance (rANOVA) with the between-subjects factor interval condition (short or long) and the within-subjects factor previous accuracy (correct, error). In relation to stimulus-locked components, the between-subjects factor interval condition and the within-subjects factors previous accuracy (in the flanker task) and stimulus frequency (frequent, infrequent) of the visual discrimination task, were included. Trials with exceptionally fast (\< 100 ms) or no responses were excluded (i.e., exceeding the response deadline), since it is unclear whether the stimulus was perceived in this case. Additionally, we used the Pearson correlation coefficient (*r*) to examine the relationship between early visual components and error-related components as well as behavioural measures.

Results {#sec007}
=======

Flanker task {#sec008}
------------

On average, participants responded correctly in 80% (*SD* = 11%) of the trials in the flanker task and the average correct reaction time was 589 ms (*SD* = 71 ms). Furthermore, we did not observe a significant difference between both interval conditions, both *ps* ≥ 0.54.

Visual discrimination task {#sec009}
--------------------------

### Reaction times {#sec010}

There was no significant difference between interval conditions, *F*(1,28) = 1.43, *p* = 0.24. Yet, we did detect a significant effect of target frequency, *F*(1,28) = 467.88, *p* \< 0.001, showing slower responses for an infrequent target (485 ms) than for a frequent target (352 ms). There was also a main effect of previous accuracy in the flanker task, *F*(1,28) = 14.59, *p* = 0.001, indicating post-error slowing (15 ms). The interaction of frequency and previous accuracy in the flanker task also reached significant levels, *F*(1,28) = 22.06, *p* \< 0.001 ([Fig 1](#pone.0151843.g001){ref-type="fig"}). More specifically, reaction times for frequent stimuli did not depend on previous accuracy, *F*(1,28) = 0.04, *p* = 0.84, while reaction time for infrequent stimuli was significantly slower following an error than following a correct response in the flanker task, *F*(1,28) = 25.45, *p* \< 0.001. Additionally, the interaction of previous accuracy in the flanker task and interval was marginally significant, *F*(1,28) = 3.17, *p* = 0.08, showing larger PES in the short interval condition (22 ms) compared to the long interval condition (8 ms). All other interactions were not significant *p* ≥ 0.63.

![Average reaction time (in millisecondes) and accuracy (in percentages) in trials with frequent and infrequent stimuli following correct and erroneous trials in the flanker task.\
Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals around the means.](pone.0151843.g001){#pone.0151843.g001}

### Accuracy {#sec011}

We did not find a significant difference between interval conditions, *F*(1,28) = 0.20, *p* = 0.66. However, there was a significant effect of frequency, *F*(1,28) = 99.21, *p* \< 0.001, with impaired performance in trials with infrequent targets (70%) compared to frequent targets (99%). Also, a main effect of previous accuracy in the flanker task was detected, *F*(1,28) = 12.97, *p* = 0.001, showing post-error decrease in accuracy (-4%). Interestingly, the interaction of frequency and previous accuracy in the flanker task was also significant, *F*(1,28) = 14.25, *p* = 0.001. Specifically, for frequent targets there was no influence of previous accuracy, *F*(1,28) = 0.44, *p* = 0.51, yet performance in trials with infrequent targets was significantly reduced following an error, (66%) than following a correct response (75%), *F*(1,28) = 13.66, *p* = 0.001. All other interactions were not significant *p* ≥ 0.67.

Error-related components on the flanker task {#sec012}
--------------------------------------------

Related to the mean amplitude of the ERN and CRN, no significant main effect of the factor interval condition was observed, *F*(1,28) = 0.58, *p* = 0.45. However, a main effect of accuracy on the current trial was found, *F*(1,28) = 14.22, *p* = 0.001, with the mean amplitude of the ERN ([Fig 2a](#pone.0151843.g002){ref-type="fig"}) being more negative (-0.10 μV/cm^2^) compared to the mean amplitude of the CRN (-0.04 μV/cm^2^). The interaction between the factors interval condition and accuracy of the current response was not significant, *F*(1,28) = 0.98, *p* = 0.33.

![Laplacian transformed grand average (in μV/cm^2^) response-locked ERP waveforms showing the (a) ERN/CRN (measured between 0 and 100 ms at Fcz), (b) the early Pe/Pc (measured between 80 and 180 ms at Cz) and (c) the late Pe/Pc (measured between 300 and 500 ms at POz) as a function of current accuracy.](pone.0151843.g002){#pone.0151843.g002}

When turning to the early Pe/Pc components ([Fig 2b](#pone.0151843.g002){ref-type="fig"}), no significant main effect of interval condition was detected, *F*(1, 28) = 0.24, *p* = 0.63. There was a significant effect of accuracy, *F*(1, 28) = 7.79, *p \<* 0.01, with the mean amplitude being more positive in trials with an erroneous (0.28 μV/cm^2^) than a correct response (0.24 μV/cm^2^). Moreover, the interaction between the factors interval condition and accuracy did not reach significance, *F*(1, 28) = 2.03, *p* = 0.17.

The mean amplitude of the late Pe/Pc ([Fig 2c](#pone.0151843.g002){ref-type="fig"}) again did not show a significant effect of interval condition, *F*(1, 28) = 0.51, *p* = 0.48. Also, there was no significant effect of accuracy, *F*(1, 28) = 2.68, *p* = 0.11, nor a significant interaction between interval condition and previous accuracy, *F*(1, 28) = 0.26, *p* = 0.61.

Stimulus-related components in the visual discrimination task {#sec013}
-------------------------------------------------------------

Results indicated a significant main effect of frequency on **P1 mean amplitude**, *F*(1,28) = 6.06, *p* = 0.02, showing more positive values for trials with frequent stimuli (0.19 μv/cm^2^) than for trials with infrequent stimuli (0.16 μv/cm^2^). No other significant effects were observed, all *ps* ≥ 0.09.

For to the **N1 mean amplitude**, we observed a significant effect of interval condition, *F*(1,28) = 7.71, *p* = 0.01, showing more negative values in the long interval condition (-0.16 μv/cm^2^) then in the short interval condition (0.07 μv/cm^2^). Furthermore, there was a significant effect of frequency, *F*(1,28) = 23.15, *p* \< 0.001, showing that trials with infrequent stimuli show increased negative amplitudes (-0.09 μv/cm^2^) compared to trials with frequent stimulus (-0.01 μv/cm^2^). There was also a significant effect of previous accuracy, *F*(1,28) = 5.06, *p* = 0.03, showing more negative values following a correct (-0.06 μv/cm^2^) compared to an erroneous response (-0.04 μv/cm^2^), [Fig 3](#pone.0151843.g003){ref-type="fig"}. The interaction between previous accuracy and frequency was not significant, *F*(1,28) = 0.09, *p* = 0.76, as were the interactions with the factor interval condition, all *ps* ≥ 0.62.

![Left side of the figure (a) shows the Laplacian transformed grand average ERP waveforms at PO7 and PO8 showing the P1 (measured between 80 and 130 ms) and N1 (measured between 130 and 180 ms) as a function of previous accuracy in the flanker task and frequency. On the right side (b) average amplitude (in μV/cm^2^) of the N1, for frequent and infrequent stimuli following correct and erroneous trials in the flanker task are shown.](pone.0151843.g003){#pone.0151843.g003}

We detected a significant main effect of frequency on **P3 amplitudes**, *F*(1,28) = 92.86, *p* \< 0.001. As clearly illustrated in [Fig 4a](#pone.0151843.g004){ref-type="fig"}, positive values were observed for infrequent stimuli (0.16 μv/cm^2^) but not for frequent stimuli (-0.07 μv/cm^2^). Interestingly, this effect interacted with interval condition, *F*(1,28) = 4.71, *p* = 0.04 ([Fig 4b](#pone.0151843.g004){ref-type="fig"}), showing that the difference between frequent and infrequent targets was larger in the short interval condition (0.28 μV/cm^2^, frequent: -0.12 μV/cm^2^, infrequent: 16μV/cm^2^) than in the long interval condition (0.18 μV/cm^2^, frequent: -0.01 μV/cm^2^, infrequent: 16μV/cm^2^). Furthermore, there was no significant main effect of interval condition or previous accuracy in the flanker task, both *ps* ≥ 0.16, but there was a marginally significant interaction between the factors interval condition and previous accuracy in the flanker task, *F*(1,28) = 3.68, *p* = 0.07 ([Fig 4](#pone.0151843.g004){ref-type="fig"}). Specifically, in the short condition the effect of previous accuracy was not significant (post-correct: 0.01 μV/cm^2^, post-error: 0.02 μV/cm^2^), *F*(1,28) = 0.10, *p* = 0.75. In the long condition however, amplitudes following a correct response (0.10 μV/cm^2^) were significantly higher than following an error (0.05 μV/cm^2^), *F*(1,28) = 5.71, *p* = 0.03 ([Fig 4c](#pone.0151843.g004){ref-type="fig"}). Results indicated no other significant main effects or interactions, all *ps* ≥ 0.21.

![(a) Laplacian transformed grand average ERP waveforms at Pz, measured between 400 and 600 ms, as a function of previous accuracy in the flanker task and frequency, separately for interval condition. (b) Average P3 amplitudes (in μV/cm^2^) for frequent and infrequent stimuli in both conditions are shown. (c) Average amplitude (in μV/cm^2^) of the P3, for post-correct and post-error trials in both conditions.](pone.0151843.g004){#pone.0151843.g004}

Correlations {#sec014}
------------

We did not observe a significant correlation between any of the error-related components during the flanker task and the effects in the visual discrimination task, all *ps* ≥ 0.25. Moreover, the N1 effect did not correlate significantly with any of the behavioural measures, all *ps* ≥ 0.50.

The P3 effect in the long RSI condition correlated significantly with the effect on accuracy, *r*(15) = 0.52, *p* \< 0.05, and marginally significant with PES, *r*(15) = 0.49, *p* = 0.07, indicating that participants with a larger P3 amplitude following an error (compared to a correct response), showed less post-error accuracy decrease and larger PES. However, deleting two online outliers rendered both correlations non-significant, resp. *r*(13) = -0.01, *p* = 0.98 and *r*(13) = 0.17, *p* = 0.57. There were no significant correlations in the short interval condition, all *ps* ≥ 0.49.

General Discussion {#sec015}
==================

In this experiment, we investigated the effect of errors on subsequent visuo-attentional processes by combining a flanker and a visual discrimination task. Additionally, the intertrial interval between both tasks was manipulated in order to explore the duration of these negative after-effects. As previously reported, the ERN/CRN was followed by an early and late Pe/Pc in the flanker task \[[@pone.0151843.ref019], [@pone.0151843.ref025], [@pone.0151843.ref026]\]. While the early Pe/Pc was significantly larger for errors, there was no significant difference in late Pe/Pc amplitude between erroneous and correct trials. Since the late Pe/Pc is believed to be related to error awareness \[[@pone.0151843.ref025], [@pone.0151843.ref027], [@pone.0151843.ref028]\], it is possible that participants did not consciously know when they made an error. The amplitude of the N1 in the visual discrimination task was significantly decreased after an erroneous compared to a correct response in the flanker task, irrespective of the intertrial interval, suggesting diminished visual attention to the task-relevant stimulus after an error. Furthermore, P3 amplitude was also attenuated following an error, but only in the long condition, showing impaired memory updating following an error.

After committing an error in the flanker task, the N1 but not the P1 amplitude locked to the target of the visual discrimination task was attenuated. This is in line with the idea that the P1 represents early sensory processing in a location where attention is already focused while the N1 rather reflects the orienting of attention to task-relevant stimuli \[[@pone.0151843.ref029], [@pone.0151843.ref030]\]. Because the stimulus of the visual discrimination task was presented in the center of the screen, as were the stimuli in the flanker task, it is not surprising that bottom-up attention (reflected in the P1) is not influenced. However, infrequent stimuli did elicit a smaller P1 component, indicating that bottom-up attention is suppressed when more top-down attention is recruited, as illustrated by a larger N1 amplitude for infrequent stimuli.

The reduced N1 following an error illustrates that participants have less resources to actively focus attention on the stimulus of the visual discrimination task, irrespective of frequency. Interestingly, only performance on infrequent stimuli was impaired following an error. This suggests that frequent stimuli might have been processed rather automatically and with a minimum of resources, while the processing of infrequent stimuli did suffer from decreased attentional resources.

While an attentional blink-like effect can be found following errors \[[@pone.0151843.ref013]\], our results show that the mechanism behind the classic attentional blink and the error-induced blink are most likely not the same since previous research showed that only P3 amplitude, and not the N1, is attenuated in classical AB tasks \[[@pone.0151843.ref031], [@pone.0151843.ref032]\] suggesting an impairment in memory updating. However, similar to the idea that an emotional attentional blink occurs through competition for perceptual resources \[[@pone.0151843.ref033], [@pone.0151843.ref034]\], our results show that an error is followed by a decrease in attentional resources, which is generally in line with the orienting account \[[@pone.0151843.ref011]\]. Our findings are more difficult to align with the bottleneck account as the bottleneck occurs on central processing stages but not on perceptual stages \[[@pone.0151843.ref007]\]. The bottleneck would therefore predict similar results as found for the classic attentional blink effect.

Taken together, our results show that visual attention following an error, as indexed by the N1 component, is attenuated. This suggests that attention is directed away from the task, presumable due to an error-related orienting response \[[@pone.0151843.ref011]\]. Additionally, memory-updating, as indexed by the P3 component is reduced following an error, implying that the initial attenuation of attention might also influence higher order processing.
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======================
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###### ERP Laplacian Transformed Response Locked.
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